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IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
•• Objective:Objective:

–– Analyse an printing infrastructure Analyse an printing infrastructure 

–– Detect printer failuresDetect printer failures

•• DataData:: Print job logsPrint job logs
–– At each time stamp At each time stamp tt11, , ……, , ttTT, we observe:, we observe:

•• User id: User id: UUii

•• Printer id Printer id DDii

•• IdeaIdea: Probabilistic models on (U: Probabilistic models on (Uii,D,Dii,t,tii))



OutlinesOutlinesOutlines

•• CoCo--occurrence model (static)occurrence model (static)
–– Latent class model based on user/printer coLatent class model based on user/printer co--occurrencesoccurrences

–– Application to XRCE printing dataApplication to XRCE printing data

•• Factorial HMM model (dynamic)Factorial HMM model (dynamic)
–– The choice of a printer depends on the device state The choice of a printer depends on the device state 

–– First results on XRCE printing dataFirst results on XRCE printing data



Graphical modelGraphical modelGraphical model

Random variables:
•C: job cluster in {1,…,NC}
•U: user ID  in {1,…,NU}
•K: Type of job  in {1,…,NK}
•D: Device ID  in {1,…,ND}
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Parameters (proportions):
•π[C] = P(C)
•π[U] = P(U|C)
•π[K] = P(K|U)
•π[D] = P(D|K,C)
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•• Likelihood: mixture modelLikelihood: mixture model

•• Parameter learning: Maximum Parameter learning: Maximum a posterioria posteriori (MAP) (MAP) 
estimatorestimator

•• Model selection: choice of the number of clustersModel selection: choice of the number of clusters
–– Maximal BIC criterion:Maximal BIC criterion:
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Learning the parameters: EM algorithmLearning the parameters: EM algorithmLearning the parameters: EM algorithm
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Test on XRCE printing logsTest on XRCE printing logsTest on XRCE printing logs

•• 27661 logs from 1/1/2004 to 27661 logs from 1/1/2004 to 
05/31/2004 (120 days)05/31/2004 (120 days)

•• 124 users124 users

•• 22 printers (18 B&W, 4 colour printers)22 printers (18 B&W, 4 colour printers)



Selection of the number of clustersSelection of the number of clustersSelection of the number of clusters
Minimum of BIC: 13 clusters selectedMinimum of BIC: 13 clusters selected



Data sample – Matrix A={nud}Data sample Data sample –– Matrix A={nMatrix A={nudud}}



Estimated clusters Estimated clusters Estimated clusters 
More than 50% of the jobs

Reportage is not always 
the preferred color printer 

of Vogue users

clusters with
less than 5 users



A more detailed viewA more detailed viewA more detailed view

Libe is also used by Vogue users

Users assigned to cluster 1
Their printing profile is 

Premiere/Libe



Data smoothing and outliers detectionData smoothing and outliers detectionData smoothing and outliers detection

•• ““smoothedsmoothed”” version A*={nversion A*={nudud*} of the initial data matrix *} of the initial data matrix 
A={nA={nudud}}

–– nnudud* = n* = njobs jobs P(U=u,D=d|P(U=u,D=d|ππ))

remove undesired noise in the data (e.g. main printer can be reremove undesired noise in the data (e.g. main printer can be re--
estimated)estimated)

standard methods based on A can be applied on A* with better standard methods based on A can be applied on A* with better 
resultsresults

•• Examples:Examples:
–– Outlier detection through a ChiOutlier detection through a Chi--squared test (at 80% level)squared test (at 80% level)

–– Printing infrastructure map: lowPrinting infrastructure map: low--dimensional view of A and A*dimensional view of A and A*

–– Printer redirection estimation based on A and A*Printer redirection estimation based on A and A*



Matrices A, A* and (A-A*)^2Matrices A, A* and (AMatrices A, A* and (A--A*)^2A*)^2



Infrastructure map on A - no modelInfrastructure map on A Infrastructure map on A -- no modelno model



Infrastructure map on A* - modelInfrastructure map on A* Infrastructure map on A* -- modelmodel



Colour redirection matrices (A and A*)Colour redirection matrices (A and A*)Colour redirection matrices (A and A*)

Libe and 
reportage are 

spatially 
“close”

(in the same 
building)



ConclusionConclusionConclusion

•• Probabilistic clustering model Probabilistic clustering model 
–– fits well to the data fits well to the data data data ““denoisingdenoising””

–– Simple but effective (Outliers detection, Infrastructure map, Simple but effective (Outliers detection, Infrastructure map, 
Redirection Redirection matrix)matrix)



ENDENDEND



B&W redirection matrices (A and A*)B&W redirection matrices (A and A*)B&W redirection matrices (A and A*)



Primary printer correctionPrimary printer correctionPrimary printer correction


